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Summary
Background The COVID-19 pandemic revealed large structural inequalities that led to disparities in health out-
comes related to socioeconomic status. So far, most of the evidence is based on aggregated data or simulations with
individual data, which point to various possible mechanisms behind the association. To date, there have been no
studies regarding an income gradient in COVID-19 mortality based on individual-level data and adjusting for comor-
bidities or access to healthcare.

Methods In this paper, we use linked employee-patient data for patients tested for COVID-19 at the Mexican Insti-
tute of Social Security. We estimate the association of the probability of dying with income centiles, using a probit
estimation and adjusting for COVID-19 diagnosis, sociodemographic variables, and comorbidities.

Findings After controlling for all these variables, we find that persons in the lowest income decile still had a probabil-
ity of dying from COVID-19 five times greater than those at the top decile.

Interpretation Our results imply that the association between income and COVID outcomes is not explained by the
prevalence of comorbidities or by a lack of access to healthcare among the low-income population.

Funding This study was not supported by any external funding source.
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Introduction
As with many other diseases, the SARS-COV-2 virus
interacts with structural inequalities to generate dispar-
ities in COVID-19 outcomes. Evidence points to socio-
economic characteristics and racial or ethnic origin as
social determinants of these outcomes.1−3 The most
commonly cited reasons for these disparities are pre-
existing health conditions, higher risk of exposure to
the virus, and inequalities in access to healthcare and
treatment,3−7 leading some to describe the pandemic as
a syndemic.8−10 However, when it comes to evidence
for the association of poverty or income with COVID-19
outcomes, analyses are based mostly on socioeconomic
or mortality data aggregated on a geographical level,
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varying from small statistical areas11,12 or municipali-
ties13,14 to countries.15 Other studies use limited individ-
ual-level samples, drawn from university health
systems,6 hospitals,16 or state- or city-level healthcare
systems,12,17 that are linked to sociodemographic data
aggregated on a geographical level.

Two notable exceptions in the literature analyse indi-
vidual income data18,19 by linking individual data from
mortality records to income and other sociodemo-
graphic characteristics from administrative records in
Sweden and Belgium. An unresolved issue in these
studies is whether comorbidities are a confounder in
the income gradient in COVID-19 mortality. In addi-
tion, both Sweden and Belgium are high-income coun-
tries with relatively low inequality levels, whose
experience may not apply to low- and middle-income
countries.
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Research in context

Evidence before this study

Previous studies have found a negative association
between income and COVID-19 mortality. Most of this
research used data aggregated at a geographical level
and was thus unable to estimate a direct association
between individual income and COVID-19 outcomes.
These studies have also not resolved whether the
higher mortality among people with lower incomes is
due to a higher infection rate, a higher incidence of
comorbidities which aggravate COVID-19, or lesser
access to healthcare. There are only two studies, one for
Sweden and one for Belgium, that use individual-level
data. In these studies, the authors linked mortality
records to administrative records containing informa-
tion on income and other sociodemographic variables.
Both studies found a negative association between
income and COVID-19 mortality. However, both also left
open the question of whether the association between
individual income and mortality is explained by the inci-
dence of comorbidities or a higher infection rate among
people with lower incomes.

Added value of this study

Our contributions to the literature are twofold. First, to
our knowledge, we are the first to provide evidence
addressing the income gradient in COVID-19 mortality
using individual level data in a non-advanced and
highly unequal economy such as Mexico. Individual-
level information on income allows us to capture
greater disparities than studies that use aggregated
socioeconomic status (SES) measures. Second, we have
linked two types of administrative records from the larg-
est healthcare system in Mexico, the Instituto Mexicano
del Seguro Social (IMSS): employment records for all
IMSS-affiliated workers, including daily earnings, and
medical records of patients tested for SARS-CoV-2 in
IMSS facilities, which record comorbidities and COVID-
19 outcomes. This unique dataset allows us to estimate
the income gradient in COVID-19 outcomes, adjusting
for the presence of comorbidities while exploiting
greater dispersion in economic variables than sug-
gested by aggregated data. Our results point to greater
health inequality outcomes in the Mexican case than
previously found in the literature: persons in the lowest
earnings decile had a probability of dying from COVID-
19 five times greater than those at the top decile, even
after adjusting for comorbidities. We also provide evi-
dence that people with lower income are not more
likely to be tested for SARS-CoV-2, and they do not test
positive at a higher rate. This evidence suggests that
results are not being driven by higher infection rates
among people with lower income.

Implication of all the available evidence

The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the disparities
in health outcomes among different populations
around the world. There is now ample evidence that
the hardest hit subpopulations have been those with

the least economic resources, including racial and eth-
nic minorities. In this study we provide evidence that
low-income workers in Mexico suffered from higher
hospitalisation and fatality rates than their counterparts
with higher wages, even though they did not necessar-
ily have higher rates of testing or testing positive for
SARS-CoV-2. Since all individuals in the sample had
access to healthcare, there are likely other factors at
play, and there is an opportunity to reduce this disparity
by putting more emphasis on policies directed at peo-
ple with lower incomes, such as emphasizing the need
for timely diagnosis and medical attention.
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In Mexico, the first confirmed cases of COVID-19
came at the end of February 2020. From then on, the
pandemic evolved from imported cases to community
transmission, and at the end of March 2020 Mexican
authorities began to implement lockdowns and social
distancing recommendations. As of November 2020,
there had been 1�1 million confirmed COVID-19 cases
and over 105,000 deaths.20 The availability of data for
each confirmed case of COVID-19 regarding outcome,
age, sex, pre-existing health conditions, municipality of
residence, and healthcare facilities where the patient
received care has allowed for rich analyses of the risk fac-
tors associated with COVID-19 severity in Mexico. As in
many other countries, the risk of more severe outcomes
has been associated with non-communicable diseases, age,
and male sex.21 Going further, some studies have already
shown the association between socioeconomic disadvan-
tage at the municipality level (analogous to the county
level) and COVID-19 outcomes. Guti�errez and Bertozzi22

and Mill�an-Guerrero et al.23 found that higher poverty is
positively associated with hospitalisation and death. Ortiz-
Hern�andez and P�erez-Sastr�e24 and Bello-Chavolla et al.25

found a positive association between a social marginalisa-
tion index at the municipality level and the incidence of
severe COVID-19 outcomes. Finally, Antonio-Villa et al.26

explored the role of occupations, social lag, and population
density at the municipality level on adverse COVID-19 out-
comes, excess mortality, and vehicular mobility in Mexico
City. They found that municipalities with high social lag
indexes had the highest mortality risk.

In this paper we study COVID-19 hospitalisation and
mortality in Mexico using a database from the Instituto
Mexicano del Seguro Social (IMSS), one of the largest
healthcare providers in Mexico. We use worker-level
data from social security administrative records linked
to patient records for people who were tested for SARS-
CoV-2. Our focus is to test whether earnings are an
important determinant of COVID-19 mortality, and if
so, to analyse the possible factors behind the associa-
tion. Unlike previous studies that analysed the effect of
income at the patient level,18,19 our dataset includes
information on pre-existing health conditions, and thus
allows us to test whether comorbidities are a likely
www.thelancet.com Vol 6 Month February, 2022
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mechanism behind the association between income and
COVID-19 mortality. In contrast to the existing litera-
ture on the association of socioeconomic vulnerability
and COVID-19 severity in Mexico,22−24,26 we are able to
link COVID-19 outcomes to individual-level earnings
data. Finally, lack of healthcare access is not a relevant
variable here since all the individuals in our study had
such access through the numerous facilities of IMSS
(clinics and hospitals around the country).
Methods

Data sources
Mexico’s public health system is highly segregated. People
formally working in the private sector, the public sector,
the armed forces, or the state-owned oil company are eligi-
ble to use health facilities that correspond to their type of
employment. People who work in the informal sector, or
shadow economy, do not have social security, but have
access to limited health coverage through another subsys-
tem, the Instituto de Salud para el Bienestar.27,28 Our data
comes from the Mexican Social Security Institute (Instituto
Mexicano del Seguro Social, IMSS), which is the agency in
charge of providing social security benefits and medical
services to all formally employed private sector workers
and their families in Mexico. For this study we link data
from two different types of administrative records. The first
dataset includes information for 1�8 million people regis-
tered at IMSS who had COVID-19-like symptoms and
went to a clinic for a diagnosis betweenMarch and Novem-
ber of 2020. Of this data, we use only that for patients who
were tested for COVID-19 (56�2% of the total).

The health records of tested patients contain work-
ers’ social security numbers (SSN) and information
from a triage questionnaire. The triage data includes
information on self-reported pre-existing conditions
such as asthma, cancer, chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease, diabetes, HIV or other immunosuppressive
conditions, hypertension and other cardiovascular dis-
eases, obesity, kidney disease, smoking, and tuberculo-
sis. Patients at IMSS were tested for COVID-19 with a
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) test, from which we
can identify those who tested positive for SARS-CoV-2.
The records tell us whether patients were hospitalised
for COVID-19, and whether they recovered from
COVID-19 or died from it. The data covers COVID-19
outcomes through the middle of January 2021.

Using the SSN, we link the health records of tested
patients to data on workers registered at IMSS and their
wages. Besides the SSN, this dataset includes workers’
daily earnings, sex, and age. Daily earnings are reported
at their value on the last day of the month. We use data
only for people who were employed and registered with
IMSS between June 2019 and November 2020, who
were at least 16 years old, and who were tested for
COVID-19, a total of 422,053 registered and tested
www.thelancet.com Vol 6 Month February, 2022
workers. Finally, the sample is restricted to workers
with a valid geographic indicator for their state of resi-
dence, which reduces the sample to 412,551 workers.
Outcomes
We estimate positivity percentages as the ratio of posi-
tive SARS-CoV-2 tests to the total number of positive
and negative tests, multiplied by one hundred. We cal-
culate the hospitalisation rate as the ratio of hospitalised
individuals to the number of tests, multiplied by one
hundred. Finally, we measure the case-fatality rate as
the ratio of deaths to positive tests, multiplied by one
hundred. We also examine the percentage of deaths
among negative cases.

We analyse the outcomes by daily earnings centiles.
Earnings are measured as the wage in the month of the
test. If a worker is not employed during the month when
they are tested, then we include the mean of non-zero earn-
ings in the four months prior to being tested. If they did
not work in those five months, then earnings are registered
as zero. Most workers (96�6%) were employed at the time
of the test or in the previous four months.
Data analysis
The statistical analysis is performed using Stata version
16. We first explore positivity and case-fatality rates with
the data aggregated by daily earnings centiles. We also
explore testing rates and positivity rates per 1000 work-
ers by daily earnings centiles. We carry out a non-
parametric estimate of the relationship between these
aggregated rates and income percentiles.

For the COVID-19 outcomes, we estimate probit
models using the linked patient-worker data (individ-
ual-level data) for each of the outcomes for Yit: hospital-
isation and death. The regression models are adjusted
for earnings percentile (EarningsPi), a dummy variable
for a negative test (Negative), an interaction of earnings
percentile and negative test, a vector of comorbidities
(Ci), a vector of sex and age (Di), testing-month fixed
effects (mt), and state fixed effects (’s). This results in
the following estimating equation:

Pr YitjXitð Þ ¼ Fðaþ bEarningsPi þ dNegativeit þ uNegativeit

� EarningsPi þ Dirþ Cig þ mt þ ’sÞ
where Yit is an indicator variable equal to one if patient i
was hospitalised or died, and Fð ¢ Þ represents the nor-
mal cumulative distribution function. Given our obser-
vation that the positivity rate has a slightly negative
relationship with daily earnings percentile, confirmed
through regression analysis, we also adjust for the inter-
action between testing negative for SARS-CoV-2 and
the earnings percentile. We estimate Eicker-White stan-
dard errors to correct for heteroskedasticity. To consider
the difference between biological and chronological
age25, we perform an alternative estimation that repla-
ces the vector of indicator variables of comorbidities
3
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with the sum of comorbidities and the interactions of
that number with sex and age. In addition to the estima-
tions using the full sample, we estimate these models
for subsamples of the population—women and men,
age groups, and income levels—to explore whether the
income gradient holds within groups (these results are
available in the Supplementary Materials).
Results
The number of workers with a COVID test and a valid indi-
cator for state of residence is 412,551, of whom 4�0% died.
The case-fatality rate for those who tested positive for
SARS-CoV-2 is 6�0% (see Table 1), in contrast to the 1�6%
who tested negative. Workers who tested positive for
SARS-CoV-2 were older, more likely to be male, more
likely to have diabetes, and more likely to be obese or have
hypertension than those who tested negative.
Tested SAR

Observations 412,551

COVID-19 Outcomes:

Death 4%

Hospitalised 12�7%
Demographic variables:

Age (years) 37�826
Female sex 50�1%
Proportion who reported comorbidities:

Hypertension 12�4%
Other cardiovascular diseases 0�9%
Kidney disease 1%

Tuberculosis 0�3%
Cancer 0�2%
COPD 0�5%
Diabetes 8�3%
Asthma 3�1%
Other immunosuppression 0�9%
Smoking 7�7%
Obesity 15�8%
HIV positive 0�6%
Average daily earnings ($MXN) by decile:

Decile 1 127�5
Decile 2 153�2
Decile 3 196�4
Decile 4 237�9
Decile 5 293�7
Decile 6 365�0
Decile 7 468�6
Decile 8 595�9
Decile 9 778�3
Decile 10 1385�7

Table 1: Summary statistics of the estimating sample of tested workers
Notes: Authors’ estimations using the linked employee-patient data for COVID-19

(2) and (3) split the tested sample into negative and positive test results. Column (
Fig 1 presents the hospitalisation rate and case-fatal-
ity rate by daily earnings centile, with markers for each
ventile of the earnings distribution. We find that there
is a negative monotonic relationship between each rate
and the level of earnings. The probability of SARS-CoV-
2 positive patients with the lowest incomes requiring
hospitalisation is 25 percentage points (pp) greater than
for the highest income patients, and their probability of
dying is 13 pp greater. Fig 1 also shows a strong inverse
association between these rates and earnings among
people with negative SARS-CoV-2 tests.

The negative association shown in Fig 1 might be the
result of selectivity bias in infection, testing, or positivity
rates. For instance, it might be that poorer individuals
have a higher probability of being infected, which
should be reflected in higher testing or positivity rates.
To gauge whether this is the case, Fig 2 plots the positiv-
ity and testing rates by earnings centile. These variables
S-CoV-2 Negative SARS-CoV-2 Positive P-value

189,531 (46%) 223,020 (54%)

1�6% 6% 0�000
7�9% 16�8% 0�000

36�344 39�085 0�000
55�3% 45�7% 0�000

11�1% 13�6% 0�000
0�9% 0�8% 0�000
1% 0�9% 0�262
0�3% 0�3% 0�001
0�3% 0�2% 0�000
0�5% 0�5% 0�018
6�7% 9�6% 0�000
3�8% 2�6% 0�000
1% 0�8% 0�000
8�6% 7% 0�000
14�5% 16�9% 0�000
0�7% 0�4% 0�000

128�0 127�1 0�000
153�4 153�0 0�000
196�5 196�3 0�180
237�5 238�1 0�000
293�5 293�8 0�127
364�7 365�2 0�042
469�2 468�1 0�001
595�9 595�8 0�797
777�8 778�7 0�169
1396�0 1375�8 0�000

registered at IMSS.
. Column (1) shows all PCR-tested workers registered at IMSS. Columns

4) shows the p-value of the differences in means test for positive vs. negative.

www.thelancet.com Vol 6 Month February, 2022



Figure 1. Hospitalisation and case-fatality rates by earnings. Notes: Authors’ estimations using linked data from workers registered
with IMSS and patients tested for SARS-CoV-2 (N = 422,053). The figures show the percentage of hospitalised patients (Panel A) and
fatalities (Panel B) per positive (grey) and negative (black) tests, by daily earnings centile. The solid lines are the non-parametric fit
of the variable with daily earnings percentile. Each point represents a ventile of the earnings distribution.

Figure 2. Positivity and testing rates by earnings. Notes: Authors’ estimations using linked data from workers registered with IMSS
and patients tested for SARS-CoV-2. The positivity rate (confirmed cases/tested cases) is scaled on the left-hand axis (N = 422,053)
and positivity and number of tests per 1000 workers (using the universe of workers) on the right-hand axis. Solid lines are the non
parametric fit regressions of the variables with daily earnings percentile. Each point represents a ventile of the earnings distribution

www.thelancet.com Vol 6 Month February, 2022
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do not show the same behaviour seen in hospitalisations
and deaths by earnings in Fig 1, so selectivity bias can-
not fully explain the income gradient: people with lower
incomes did not get tested more than those with higher
incomes and they did not have significantly higher posi-
tivity rates.

Table 2 presents the results of the estimations of the
probability of hospitalisation or death among patients
tested for SARS-CoV-2 (marginal effects). All the speci-
fications control for age, female sex, month-of-year fixed
effects, and state fixed effects. The first row of Columns
(1) and (4) shows the association of the income per-
centile with the probability of being hospitalised and
the probability of dying among those who tested pos-
itive without adjusting for comorbidities. We find
that moving from the poorest to the richest (from
centile 0 to 1) is associated with a decrease in the
probability of hospitalisation of 0�146 (95% CI:
-0�150, -0�142) and a decrease in the probability of
dying of 0�027 (95% CI: -0�028, -0�025). Columns
(2) and (5) show the comorbidity-adjusted association
of the two outcomes with the income percentile. As
expected, those who tested negative for SARS-Cov-2
have a three-percentage point lower probability of
being hospitalised and a one percentage point lower
probability of dying. In addition, given that the inter-
action of the earnings percentile and the negative
test indicator is negative, we also find a less steep
income gradient among those who tested negative
than among those who tested positive, which con-
firms the finding in Fig 1.

Table 2 also shows that most of the comorbidities
have the expected significant effects that have been
identified in other studies. We control for comorbidities
in two different ways. Columns (2) and (4) control for
indicator variables of each comorbidity. In turn, Col-
umns (3) and (6) control for a patient’s total number of
comorbidities and the interaction of this number with
age and female sex. Adjusting for comorbidities in
either way does not significantly change the income gra-
dients for hospitalisation or death.

Fig 3 shows the predicted probability of hospitalisa-
tion (Panel A) and the predicted probability of dying
(Panel B) for the models in Columns (2) and (5) of
Table 2, respectively, evaluated for each decile and using
mean values for the rest of the independent variables.
Among those who tested positive, the poorest workers
have a probability of hospitalisation approximately four
times greater than the richest workers, and a probability
of dying that is five times greater. These differences are
obtained while controlling for different types of comor-
bidities, and it should be emphasised that all persons in
this study had access to healthcare. Fig 3 also shows that
the probability of dying or of being hospitalised is
greater for the poorest workers who tested negative than
for those in the upper part of the wage distribution who
tested positive.
Discussion
To date, the literature has pointed to associations of
COVID-19 mortality with (at most) area-level socioeco-
nomic measures, such as poverty or median income.
Analyses based on aggregated data may lead to an eco-
logical fallacy: grouped data can hide within-group het-
erogeneity that reveals different associations between
the variables of interest. Two notable studies that used
individual-level data on COVID-19 outcomes and
income found evidence of a negative income gradient,
but they were not able to adjust their estimates for indi-
vidual-level comorbidities, and they also leave open the
question of whether people with low income are at
higher risk of infection.18,19

In this paper, we present evidence that suggests that
neither the positivity rate nor the testing rate by income
level explain the income gradient in COVID-19 mortal-
ity. We also show that among people who tested posi-
tive, those with lower incomes had, in fact, four times
the probability of being hospitalised, which means that
they experienced more severe disease than richer peo-
ple. Those in the lowest income decile also had five
times the probability of dying as those in the highest
decile. In comparison, Decoster et al. found that those
in the lowest income decile in Belgium are twice as
likely to die than those in the highest decile.19 Drefahl
et al. found that those men in the lowest tertile in Swe-
den are 75% more likely to die from COVID-19 than
those in the highest tertile.18 To further place our esti-
mates in context, among those who tested positive
(Table 2, Column 6), the difference in the probability of
dying between the richest and the poorest in Mexico is
approximately equal to the average marginal effect of
being a man or of being immunosuppressed, or twice
the effect of having diabetes, a leading risk factor in the
Mexican population.21 In Mexico, none of the previous
studies of the association of socioeconomic status with
COVID-19 outcomes estimated odds ratios above two
when comparing the most and the least vulnera-
ble.23,24,26 The use of individual-level data allows us to
uncover greater inequalities than previously found in
the impact of the pandemic with respect to socioeco-
nomic status.

As shown in the Supplementary Materials, several of
the pre-existing conditions associated with higher
COVID-19 mortality also exhibit a negative income gra-
dient. Hence, a higher rate of comorbidities could be
the underlying cause behind the negative income gradi-
ent in COVID-19 mortality. In this paper, we show that
even after adjusting our estimations for individual-level
comorbidities, the negative income gradient persists in
hospitalisation and fatality rates owing to COVID-19.
There is thus an association of individual income with
COVID-19 hospitalisations and mortality that is inde-
pendent of comorbid diseases.

Another advantage of our data is that, by definition,
all the people in our sample have access to healthcare,
www.thelancet.com Vol 6 Month February, 2022



Pr (Hospitalisation | X) Pr(Death | X)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Daily earnings percentile -0�1459*** -0�1306*** -0�1371*** -0�0266*** -0�0215*** -0�0217***
[0�0019] [0�0019] [0�0019] [0�0007] [0�0006] [0�0006]

SARS-CoV-2 negative -0�0301*** -0�0336*** -0�0322*** -0�0109*** -0�0111*** -0�0101***
[0�0017] [0�0017] [0�0016] [0�0006] [0�0005] [0�0005]

Earnings percentile x SARS-CoV-2 negative -0�0449*** -0�0382*** -0�0415*** -0�0118*** -0�0092*** -0�0097***
[0�0031] [0�0031] [0�0031] [0�0011] [0�0010] [0�0010]

Comorbid diseases controls:

Diabetes 0�0656*** 0�0107***
[0�0020] [0�0006]

Obesity 0�0146*** 0�0072***
[0�0012] [0�0004]

Hypertension 0�0127*** 0�0033***
[0�0013] [0�0004]

Other cardiovascular disease 0�0418*** 0�0007
[0�0053] [0�0011]

Kidney disease 0�2863*** 0�0591***
[0�0094] [0�0037]

Tuberculosis 0�0289*** 0�0098***
[0�0087] [0�0031]

Cancer 0�0495*** 0�0087**
[0�0116] [0�0035]

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) 0�0233*** 0�0026*
[0�0062] [0�0015]

Asthma -0�0097*** -0�0027***
[0�0025] [0�0007]

Smoking -0�0089*** -0�0019***
[0�0015] [0�0004]

HIV positive 0�0015 0�0069***
[0�0057] [0�0024]

Other immunosuppression 0�0965*** 0�0236***
[0�0070] [0�0027]

Number of comorbidities (#Comorb) 0�0258*** 0�0126***
[0�0023] [0�0006]

#Comorb x female sex 0�0281*** 0�0022**
[0�0036] [0�0010]

#Comorb x age 0�0001 -0�0002***
[0�0001] [0�0000]

#Comorb x female sex x age -0�0008*** -0�0000
[0�0001] [0�0000]

Additional controls:

Age 0�0060*** 0�0052*** 0�0055*** 0�0015*** 0�0013*** 0�0014***
[0�0000] [0�0000] [0�0000] [0�0000] [0�0000] [0�0000]

Female sex -0�0764*** -0�0736*** -0�0699*** -0�0201*** -0�0184*** -0�0187***
[0�0009] [0�0009] [0�0011] [0�0004] [0�0004] [0�0004]

Month of year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

State fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 412,551 412,551 412,551 412,551 412,551 412,551

Mean among SARS-CoV-2 positive 0�168 0�168 0�168 0�060 0�060 0�060

Table 2: Estimations of the probability of hospitalisation and of death.
Notes: Each column presents the estimation of a probit regression (marginal effects). Columns 1-3 are estimates of the probability of tested patients being

hospitalised; columns 4-6 are estimates of their probability of dying. The three models of each outcome control for a different set of control variables.

The first model controls for earnings percentile, testing negative for SARS-CoV-2, and the interaction of testing negative and earnings percentile. The second

model adds indicator variables for comorbidities. The third model adds to the first the number of comorbidities a worker has and the interactions between that

number, female sex, and age. All regressions adjust for age, female sex, month-of-year indicator variables and state fixed effects. Robust standard errors in

brackets. *** p < 0�01, ** p < 0�05, * p < 0�1.
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Figure 3. Income gradient in the probability of hospitalisation and dying. Notes: Authors’ estimations using linked data from work-
ers registered with IMSS and patients tested for SARS-CoV-2. The panels present the predicted probability of hospitalisation (Panel
A), and the predicted probability of dying (Panel B) for the models in Columns (2) and (5) of Table 2, respectively, evaluated at each
decile and using mean values for the rest of the independent variables for those who tested positive or negative. Confidence inter-
vals are at the 95% level.
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and in fact they were all tested for SARS-CoV-2 at a pub-
lic health clinic. Any observed difference in either the
positivity or the case fatality rate is therefore not
explained by lack of access to healthcare, as suggested
in previous literature3, but could still be due to dispar-
ities in obtaining timely and adequate care, which we
are not able to control for in our analysis. Another possi-
ble explanation for the income gradient is that lower-
income people may wait longer to get healthcare, so
that when they finally go to the hospital, their illness is
already severe. These are issues that we leave for future
exploration. Notwithstanding these possibilities, our
results provide support for the characterisation of
COVID-19 in Mexico as a syndemic,8−10 and not just a
pandemic.

Our data has some limitations. It is only representa-
tive of formal workers registered at IMSS who were sus-
pected of having COVID-19 and were tested. Therefore,
our conclusions do not apply to the Mexican population
overall: our data do not include workers registered with
other health systems, workers in the informal sector, or
people without employment. These different employ-
ment statuses might themselves involve different pro-
files and severity of comorbid diseases, and different
income levels. Informal sector workers, for example,
who represent more than half of the working population
in Mexico, have lower wages and less access to healthcare
than those working in the formal sector. Our study sample
thus has higher incomes and less inequality, and a lower
incidence of comorbid diseases, than the population at
large. This bias, however, would tend to reduce an income
gradient, so it is likely that the income gradient for the rest
of the Mexican population is even steeper. In addition, we
cannot control for actual obesity, as measured by body
mass index, or for ethnic origin, as these variables are not
observed in the data. Overall, our findings fill a gap in the
literature by showing that the income gradients in
COVID-19 hospitalisation and mortality rates are indepen-
dent of comorbidities and of access to healthcare among
workers registered at IMSS.
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